Here you have a May pilgrimage, two weeks, with a very
international group of pilgrims: from Singapore to
Colombia, Australia, USA, Vietnam and Germany! Two
weeks of Holy and intense Spiritual experience. From
Loyola to Manresa, walking and with the help of a bus
who shortened the 650 km in 12 days of walking. More
than 275 km of walk (some fitbit things showed much

more but we keep the official numbers😉). At the end of the pilgrimage... just feeling like a new beguining!—
me siento como nuevo.

Ignatian Way Tatoo forever!
Arantzazu was one of our
major spiritual steps: the
small image of Mary, the
same that Ignatius
contemplated 500 years
ago... and then Navarrete...
this important place for
Ignatius before and after
his conversion... That was a
cozy and cheery mass with
other pilgrims. And we
experienced the pleasure
to sleep in the Duke of
Najera Palace... picturing
the whole group in the stair
case that Ignatius knew so
well! This is Posada
Ignatius.

A wonderful and magnificent church in Navarrete!

And once in Catalonia (Catalunya), the Sun! This is our symbol, the
one we wear in our heart all along the Ignatian Way! Follow the
arrows or follow the Sun!

Of course, good weather and bad weather... as always... but this is the life of a pilgrim, isn't it? And we were walking
the long distances as well: Who said fear? Right to the end! With blisters, of course! 😂😂😂

And … not everything is about
spirituality and feeling the
friendship and help of
others... from time to time,
we must stop for a wonderful
Café con Leche (this one in
Urretxu). A beer... sharing
stories... feeling like a
community of pilgrims
walking with Ignatius. In
Logroño you cannot miss the
statue of Ignatius Pilgrim at
the Jesuit Parrish of Saint
Ignatius!

Saint Ignatius Parish in Logroño

And finally, Ad Maiorem Dei
Gloriam, Montserrat, Manresa
and Barcelona. We had the
pleasure to find two more
ignatian pilgrims from Holland
that joined the group at the end.
Pilgrimage is transforming as the
pilgrims say: you become more
resilient, you feel closer to God
in Nature and in you, you reach a
high level of personal integration
through the work of your body,
mind and heart, you learn so
much about yourself when
walking with others... Let's be
grateful to Ignatius and to our
God!!

Come back in 2022! We will celebrate our 500 anniversary!
From 1522 to 2022, always the Ignatian Camino!

